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Chapter Two

Moral Awareness and the Dynamics of Self-Deception

Everyone, at times, exhibits a tendency to avoid, deny, rationalize or in sorne

manner-èvade aspects of the truth about themselves and the social world in which they

live. Such a tendency impedes moral development, spiritual transformation and positive

social change. To live authentically and meet the pressing social problems facing society

with moral courage requires watching. Self-deception can represent a major impediment

to the emergence and/or operation of moral awareness even in a life praxis dedicated to

the development ofa more just and humane society. Self-deception can prove a subtle

destroyer to those seeming to be wise. To avoid self-delusion and self-inflicted deceit

causing mental duplicity, it is necessary to know and understand the workings ofthese

enemies of moral awareness.

A similar core social psychological dynanùc operates both with self-deception and

identity formation, namely, the manipulation ofconsciousness through the selective

focusing ofattention. These dynamics of knowing can create moral disorder by

corrupting consciousness and distorting identity. Thankfully, these negative factors can be

identified and neutralized. A basic comfiÙtment to be rigorously honest with oneself to

attain and maintain a c1earer awareness of the structures of defence and denial operating

within consciousness is the mark of a dynamic spirituallife, and the surest means to

transformative moral awareness.

Self-deception can be viewed as a sustained mental process oflimiting awareness.

The non-performance of human consciousness is at the centre of the dynarnics of self

deception. The factors that explain the phenomenon of self-deception also point to the

psychological and moral conditions, wisdom, and skills required to bring about liberation

ITom debilitating states of self-deception.1

The polilical and cultural significancc ofself.dcceplion will be addressed in the following chapter.
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1. Moral Approaches to Self-Deception

No simple definition of the term self-deception exists to make the phenomenon any

less perplexing. The most any definition can do is to offer a general description ofwhat

happens when an individual deceives him or herself. There is a tendency to think of self

deception as /ying la oneself. Upon doser scrutiny, however, /ying la oneseljis an

intrinsically paradoxical enterprise. Deceiving oneself entails persuading oneself to hold a

false belief to be true. Il involves concealing a truth, or one's view ofthe truth, !fom

oneself. But is this possible? How can a person simultaneously believe and disbelieve the

same thing, while apparently remaining IInaware ofthe fact that his or her consciousness

and life experience is marked by this basic contradiction?

The enigmatic character of self-deception has prompted philosophers,

anthropologists, psychologists, psychiatrists and ethicists to probe the complex dynamics

of self-deception in search ofa deeper understanding of the human condition. Each

discipline has approached the topic wilh ils own unique set of assumptions, perspectives

and aims.

The philosophica/ problem has been to explain when false beliefs constitute astate

of self-deception, and how self-deceivers generate and maintain these false beliefs. How

do we, in the tirst place, determine what is true or false, rational or irrational, reality or

fantasy? What is the nature and function of the human mind? Is the essential self a

IInÎ/alY or fragmenled being? These are the questions philosophers have wrestled with

when considering the seemingly paradoxical phenomenon of selfdeception.

Thepsychological problem has been to examine the structure and workings of human

cognition in an altempt to explain the underiying motivation, implicit meaning and psychic

dynamics of self-deception. Psychiatrists, psychologists and psychoanalysts strive to

determine whether occasions of self-deception constitute particular mental illnesses or

psychological disorders.

The ethical problem of self-deception has, for the most part, been to attain a

correct understanding ofthe intentions and character of the self-deceiver, from a moral
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point ofview, to judge correctly whether - or to what extent - self-deceivers act

immorally. The problem most often posed by ethicists writing on the theme ofself

deception has been to determine the circumstances, factors and parameters which justifY

holding self-deceivers responsible for their actions.

In his book SelfDeception andMorality, Mike W. Martin reviews an impressive

body of literature on self-deception to discover whether others have found self-deceivers

to be innocent victims, culpable, or somehow both innocent and culpable:

Are self-deceivers perhaps more like innocent victims than like perpetrators ofdeceit and,
as such, deserving ofcompassion and help? Or, paradoxically, are they best viewed with
ambivalence: culpable as deceivers and simultaneously innocent as victims ofdeception?'

Martin discerns four general philosophical currents in the literature which he names the

inner hypocrisy, authenticily, moral ambiguity, and vilallie approaches. Each

explanation of self-deception contains a distinct ethical theory. Outlining the basic

e1ements of the particular philosophical world view and ethicaltheory ofself-deception

found in each approach provides a useful framework for further reflection on what

constitutes an appropriate ethical response to the perplexing human phenomenon of self

deception.

1.1 Self-Deception as Moral Hypocrisy

Writers in this intellectual stream regard self-deceivers as moral wrong-doers who

betray themselves and cause harm to others. They regard self-deception as a second-order

wrong. In other words, individuals engage in self-deceit to coyer and doudfirst-order

immoral behaviour. Martin cites Bishop James Butler as a leading proponent ofthis view.

Butler believed that self-deceit allows moral conscience to be put to sleep, enabling an

individual to engage in wrongdoing with less pain.

The inner hypocrisy approach adopts a metaphysical world view with a normative

ethical system. An appeal is made to absolute moral principles and mIes. Everyone has an

Mike W. Martin, Seif-deception andA/oraliry (Lawrence, Kansas: University Press nfKonsas, 1986), p. 2.
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inner morallight, a conscience - so the reasoning goes - and is therefore culpable for self

deceived behaviour. Why? Because self-deceivers choose to ignore what they know to be

true, for the explicit purpose of lessening the pain and guilt of continuing a course of

action they themselves believe to be immoral or sinful.

1.2 Self-Deception as Non-authentic Living

Those adopting the authenticity philosophical approach tend to emphasize a single

ethical ideal, alilhenlicity, which is defined in terms ofliving honestly and avoiding self

deception. This view is based on existential philosophical principles which explain self

deception as the mental consequence ofa refusai to deal responsibly with the whole of

one's Iife.

Sëren Kierkegaard and Jean-Paul Sartre are the most prominent and best-known

representatives of this approach. Both recognized the need for individuals to have a

conscious sense of personal responsibility toward life and made this focus the foundation of

their philosophical approach. Authenticity means facing and accepting responsibility for what

is known la he Irlle. These two existentialists differed, however, in their belief on what

constitutes relevant significant truth. Kierkegaard held that authenticity requires the goal of

achieving full individuality and personal uniqueness, based on moral commitments and a

relationship with God. Sartre rejected beliefin objective values and God's existence, charging

that such beliefs are themselves the products ofself-deception. For Sartre the only true virtue

was faithfulness to the fundamental fact of personal freedom. In either case, self-deception

for both writers is not restricted to matters of moral right and wrong; when we deceive

ourse\ves, we corrupt human awareness and moral praxis.
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1.3 Self-Deception as Vital Lies to the Self

Those belonging to the vital lie approach regard self-deception as a valuable

coping technique, or psychological defense mechanism, which shields the self!fom

unbearable realities and debilitating truths. Self-deception is viewed as serving a valuable

fill/clion in the rr,aintenance and construction of identity, protecting the individual !fom

unpleasant and painful aspects ofreality. This approach takes exception to the excessively

moralistic condemnations of self-deceivers found within the preceding two approaches,

and focuses on the positive benefits of self-deception. It draws attention to the possible

harm which can result !fom trying to eliminate self-deception completely !fom our lives, or

the lives ofothers: engaging in self-deception can also contribute to personal growth, self

respect, love and community.

Unlike the sloic, who regards moral virtues as good in Ihemselves, proponents of

the vital lie approach regard self-deception as moraUy-nelllral. They believe the moral

dimension of self-deception must be assessed in terms of concrete life contexts examined

in light of the principles ofa siluation ethic.3 The ethical notion of Ihe good in this

approach, is based neither on an implicit nor explicit objective code ofmoral truth. Il is

derived, rather, from a silualional and ulililarian ethic which regards sllrvival, not In/lh,

as the most valued ideal. The vital lie approach does not suggest that self-deception is

always the right policy, but argues that il may sometimes be the honourable and prudent

route, whenever engaging in self-deception is deemed to be the only way to maintain a

viable human life.

Joseph Fletcher clarifies the fOW1dational ethicalposilion upon which the vital lie approach is based when he
stutcs thal the situational cthicist, "... avoids words likc 'nevcr' and 'perfect' and 'always' and 'complete' as he
[she] avoids Ote plague, as he [she] avoids 'absolutely.' .. Sitllario1/ ErMes: The New Morality (philadelphia,
WestMinster Press), p. 43·44.
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1.4 The Moral Ambiguity of Self-Deception

The moral arnbiguity approach regards self-deceivers as victims of forces beyond their

independent conscious control, thereby calling into question whether conduct is completely

voluntary. Martin discems two distinct branches within the moral ambiguity approach. The

tirst trend subscribes to sorne form of philosophical determinism where the self-deceiver is

regarded as having neither full knowledge nor free choice over what he or she thinks or does.

Where awareness of wrongdoing is completely absent, moral culpability for self-deceived

thinking and acting is ambiguous.

The second branch of the moral ambiguity approach engages in a psychoanalytic

reading of self-deceivers, viewing self-deception as the result ofunconscious forces.

Freud is considered the originator ofthis view:

The most sl/stained effort to overcome this seemingparadox fofselfdeceptionj has been
that ofp~ychoanalysis. Its view ofhl/man defense mechanisms is sl/re/y ml/ch more
complex than the standard versions ofselfdeception. Frel/d~v therapy was based on Ihe
assl/mption Ihat people repress ml/ch ofwhat they .I·eem not to know, or 10 have jiJrgouen.
and that this material is capable ofbeing relrieved:

Proponents of this approach adopt a morally non-judgmental approach by

suggesting that it is only proper to hold people accountable if they have an awareness of

moral responsibility, and show a genuine willingness to accept responsibility. Such a

disposition seems lacking in self-deceivers. Self-deception is, consequently, viewed as a

type of pre-moral condition in which the absence ofawareness and free choice makes

moral responsibility uncertain. This approach probes the complexities of the human

psyche in an attempt to show how theoretical models of moral evaluation fail to give

proper attention to psychological dynamics.

Despite noticeable differences between the various representatives of the four

general approaches, we notice that three of the four ethical approaches render moral

judgmenls on self-deceivers: only the moral ambiguity approach regards the behaviour of

self-deceivers as morally opaque.

Sissela Bok, Secrets: On/he Eth/cs ofRevelation (New York: Pantheon books, 1982), p. G1.
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2. Judging the Intentions and Character of Self-Deceivers

In his research on self-deception, Martin found the tendency to present

characterizations and judgements on people deemed to be self-deceivers 50 prevalent in

the Iiterature that he made it the primary interpretative device for his study:

lIegarded as deceivers, self-deceivers seem guilty for their deceplion and any harmful
ejfects; regarded as deceived, they seem to be innocent victims. Viewed as liars, they
appear insincere and dishonest; viewed as victims ofa lie, they appear sincere and
honestly mistaken. As deceivers, they seem responsible and blameworthyfor cowardly
hypocrisy; as deceived, they apparently deserve compassion and help in gainingfull
awareness ofthe guile perpetrated on them.'

A non-judgmental moral theory of self-deception can be constructed trom the

psychological insights in the writings of several representatives of the moral ambiguity

approach. First, further analysis of the ethical theories informing the moral judgments

launched against self-deceivers in the other three approaches to understand better how these

views are both untenable, and how they preempt moral awareness by making judgments

abstracted from the reality of the person's situation.

2.1 1nner Hypocrisy Characterization: Self-deceiver as Sinner

Representative viewpoints within the inner hypocrisy approach hold that

individuals perform CIels of self-deception to create mental shrouds that block awareness

of immoral behaviour in consciousness - the attention is deliberately kept focussed on

something else. Moral wrongdoing results trom the person failing to believe that a given

act is morally wrong, while still holding to the basic moral principle which makes the act

morally wrong. Jt's a case of convincing oneself that the act is morCllly righl, despite

evidence available to one's consciousness that says the contrary. With self-deception, that

awareness is prevented trom being constructed, or it is somehow obliterated ifpresent, as

a consequence of psychosocial factors affecting the Iife and consciousness ofthe person.

Martin, Self-deceplion andMorality, p. 28·29.
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The dynamic works as follows: a person first thinks a certain act is, in principle, morally

wrong, but then proceeds to deceive him/herself through any number of means into

believing that - despite the violation ofthe moral principle - the act is nonetheless

permissable. This view serves as the basis for the judgment of hypocrite.

Such an atomized assessment of moral behaviour is always a potentially misleading

abstraction. Il is not possible to characterize an individual's behaviour - let alone judge it 

without knowing the ill/ell/ioll and life cOli/ex/ ofthe individual performing the act.

Besides being persollal, human actions are a1so always social, and they only become

intelligible when they are viewed within a historical and narrative frame of reference.

Writers belonging to the inner hypocrisy approach believe they know the meaning of

self-deceived behaviour; they daim to know both the intentions and the identity of the self

deceiver. The intentions ofthe self-deceiver are (a) to act in violation ofwhat one knows to

be right in order to please oneself, even at the expense ofothers, and (b) to shirk the burden

of moral responsibility and moral guilt. The daim is that the individual has (or had)

knowledge of right and wrong but freely chose to blur this painful and self-condemning

knowledge for the intentions cited above.

Is such a general moral assessment justified? Such would be the case if no other

intention could be found to explain self-deceived behaviour, thereby making no other

characterization ofthe self-deceiver possible. Others have, however, as was noted,

ascribed quite different intentions and characterizations to self-deceivers.

2.2 Se1f-deceiver as Coward: The Authenticity Approach

Kierkegaard offered a description of the intentions and characterization of self

deceivers from the vantage point of his objective code of moral values and his fundamental

Christian theology. He believed that sin was facilitated by a self-deceptive blurring of

consciousness. To be a self-deceiver is to be a sinner and a be/rayer ofself. Kierkegaard

offers a less harsh analysis of the dynamics of self-deception than does the inner hypocrisy

approach, however, believing that most people are simply too far removed from God to
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have much awareness of themselves as sinners. The self-deceiver suffers from a weak

spirit, and too little moral courage. The self-betrayed sinner lacks consciousness and

spirit, and consequently, does not warrant the description and malicious characterization

attributed generally by those who follow the generaJ ethical theory in the inner hypocrisy

approach. For Kierkegaard, self-deception is a psychological state ofmoral identity

defined by a deformation in consciousness and th.e human spirit.

Sartre made a slightly harsher judgement. He believed that to deny one's authentic

freedom is to be self-deceived. Only authentic people can identify and judge self

deceivers. On the other hand, there is no objective basis for criticizing authe11lic persons,

in that truly authentic individuals consistently regard human freedom as the foundation of

ail other values. And how is one to judge between authen/ic and unauthen/ic individuals?

Sartre found grounds for judging self-deceivers in his concept of badlai/h. He believed

that authel/tic persons can forrn judgments on those who seek to hide from themselves the

voluntary nature oftheir existence and its complete freedom. To turn away from or deny

the fact of one's own freedom is to act with bad faith. People may do so for various

reasons. Sartre judged those who evaded moral responsibility by believing in determinism

to be cowards, and those who"... try to show that their existence is necessary, when it is

merely an accident of the appearance of the human race on earth," he judged even more

severely, with the derogatory designation "scum." Sartre was careful to point out that,

"... neither cowards nor scum can be identified except on the plane of strict

authenticity. ".

Adherents of both the inner hypocrisy and authenticity approaches offer negative

characterizations of self-deceivers based on fundamental religious and/or philosophicaJ

belief systems containing moral principles and values which they hold to be universally

available to human beings.

Martin, Self-deceptioll alldMoraliry, p. 65.
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2.3 Self-deceiver as Survivor: The Vital Lie Approach

The vital lie approach demonstrates that it is also possible to give a positive

characterization to the self-deceiver. Adherents of this approach regard the selt:dcceiver

as prudent, or even heroic. Whatever the particular characterization given, individuals

who engage in self-deception with the intention offurthering their own survival - or the

survival ofothers - are to be commended for increasing the viability of life. This ethical

perspective is founded on neither an evidence-based nor truth-centred pattern of

rationality, but on a utilitarian mode ofreasoning for ethics and a practical theory of

human development.

The particular intentions ascribed to self-deceivers by the inner hypocrisy, authenticity

and vital lie moral approaches are based neither on concrete historical data, nor specifie

biographical information; each characterization is either inferred or deduced from thc

underlying philosophical beliefs systems and ethical theories operating in each approach.

There can therefore be no verification of any moral theory of self-deception based on an

abstract analysis of human intention. The most a general theory can do is to oulline a

typology of possible characterizations, based on the variety of particular experiences of

individuals. The contextual experience ofthe self-deceiver can be morally assessed only aller

the discovery or disclosure ofa sufficient degree of significant information to make such sel!:

deceived experience intelligible within a narrative framework. Il is never acceptable to render

moraljudgments (positive or negative) on self-deceivers as a c1ass or group.

No c1ear verification can be found for the particular ethical understanding of self

deception found in either the inner hypocrisy, authenticity or vital lie streams. This leaves

us with one remaining option: to develop a non-judgmental understanding of the social

psychological dynamics of self-deception, beginning with insights from a more general

literature supportive ofthe moral ambiguity approach to understanding and responding to

the self-deception.
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3. Self-Deceiver as a Metaphor for the Human Condition

Research on self-deception has tended to focus on the abstract problem of

determining culpability for self-deceived behaviour. Within this approach, researchers

look for whatever they believe will help to establish a set ofworking criteria to determine

under what circumstances moral responsibility for self-deception exists. When is it

appropriate to hold others morally accountable for self-deception? The tendency to assess

culpability for self-deception relies on the prevalence of the dominant epistemology

discussed in the preceding chapter. It is the problem-so/ving approach to ethics: the

problem here being to ascertain guilt. As John Martin Rich notes, however, this

widespread tendency within ethics fails to appreciate the complex social psychological

dynamics of moral action, and has, consequently, tended to overlook the more

fundamental problem ofdetermining the extent to which a person may be rendered

power/ess to act in accordance with cherished moral values:

Belief.lyslems do nol c1arifY whal is aclllaUy enlai/ed in moral decision and "moral
development". Thal is la say, poplliar crises in morality have lended la diverl energies
awayfrom more critical andfimdamenlal inqlliry inlo hllman na/lire, bolh hllman
capabilities and limilalions. Anyfair assessment ofmoral accollnlability reqllires Ihal
Ihe hllman being be capable ofdoing Iha/ for which he [sheJ is jlldged. 7

This means that it is appropriate to view self-deception as a metaphor to

understand the human condition better. But how are we to understand self-deception in

the particular? We can ail attach a particular face to the concept self-deceiver - perhaps

an alcoholic brother who flatly denies that he has a drinking problem when confronted

with overwhelming evidence to the contrary, or a patient who has no conscious

recollection of news that he or she has a terminal disease only days after being told. How

are we to understand and characterize such individuals? Are they liars? Moral cowards?

Suffering from sorne mental disorder? Or for sorne obscure reason, simply unable to face

the truth about their situation?

John Marlin Rich cl al. Theories ofMoral Develapmell/ (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas. Publisher,
1985), p. 3.
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In those many cases where self-deception and denial is associated with addiction

the overwhelming conclusion ofboth the medical establishment, twelve-step recovery

programs, and the general population is that self-deception and denial are integral

elements of sorne mental illness or disease! The danger in characterizing an individual as

menta/ly il! or diseased is that such judgments may be based on partial and perhaps

completely erroneous information. A great deal ofattention must be given to ail the

details of the individual's entire life experience in order to understand concrete experiences

of self-deception.

Concepts such as self-deception, ~plit self, badfaith,fa/se conscio/lslless and

defense mechanisms are compelling metaphors. They point to internaI conflicts and self

imposed defeats that we recognize as potentially debilitating. As Sissela Bok emphasizes,

however, metaphors are only metaphors.

We cannat easi/y do wilhollt these metaphors; the danger cames when we begin /0 take
them for exp/anattons. As metaphors, they he/p Il.1' ta see the paradoxes ofhllman jai/lire
ta perceive and react; as explanations ofhow the paradoxes are overcome, theyshorl
circllillinderstanding and become misleading in their own right- one more way in which
we avoid trying ta IInderstand the complexily that IInderlies ollr experience ofparadox.
They jimctton then as what I.A. Richards cal/ed 'prematllre IIltimates, ' bringing inqlliry to
an end tao sllddenly!

The moment we equate a me/aphor with an exp/ana/ion, we block the

development ofawareness. When we attach a metaphor to an individual as a label, we

wrongly judge that individual, which may prevent us from ever getting to know the real

person, and perhaps - if the individual happens to trust and believe our judgment - we may

prevent that person trom getting to know him or herselfbetter. Unsubstantiated

characterizations or labels, offer simplified explanations which often bring a necessary and

moreinsightful process of self-reflection or clinical diagnosis to an abrupt end:

investigations which would Iikely, in time, bring to the surface core problems or

The notion that addictions are diseases in the mediea! sense ofthe tenD is problemotie. Chopter lour considcrs
sorne m'the negotive impacts on moral awareness and human development thot con be couscd Iram
characterizing individuo!s sulfering fram addictions, or various fOnDS ofneuratic or p''Ychatic bchoviaur, os
diseased.

Bok, Secrets, p. 64.
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unresolved conflicts - conflicts which may make intelligible the social origin and

psychological function ofaddiction, neurosis, and psychosis in the individual's life.

Detecting and understanding the source of these conflicts is needed to understand how

social contradictions operate in human consciousness, distort and debilitate moral living,

and frustrate legitimate human needs.

An ethics of awareness seeks to discover what has interrupted or blocked moral

transformation, and to olfer ways and means to prevent or escape such pitfalls. The

following three sections consider the subtle workings of the human mind in terms of a

commOfl human propensity to deal with the harshness of reality, at certain times, under

certain circumstances, by deadening awareness.

The most important moral problem concerning self-deception is not the need to

determine how to judge culpability, a much more fundamental moral problem stems from

the simple fact that self-deception exists. Even ifit was possible to' determine culpability,

we need to ask what is gained by confronting the self-deceiver and holding him or her

responsible? What possible good would simple knowledge be to ourselves or to the self

deceiver if the initial knowledge of right was not sufficient to motivate the self-deceiver to

act morally in the first place?

When philosophers refer la 'Ihe prohlem ofweakness ofwill' and Ihe prohlem of
sel;:deceplion', Ihey usuaUy have in mind Ihe queslion how Ihese phenomena are
al al! possihle.... When non-philosophers rejer la Ihese prohlems, Ihey are more
likely la have in mind Ihe question how weakness ofwill and self-deceplion can he
overcomc. 1O

The ambiguity approach holds that self-deception occurs either because of an

IIl1lvil/ingness or inabi/ily on the part ofindividuals to face certain painful and threatening

truths. What does it take to confront these frightful aspects oflife? 15 it even a wise thing

to try to do 50? Before providing an answer to these fundamental questions, it is

important to recognize that whatever the appropriate response to self-deception might be,

it is unfair to assume that self-deception is solely the responsibility of a given individual. 1

agree with Joseph Culliton's observation that,

JOll Elster, 11,e Mlliliple Self()<ew York: Cambridge University Press, 1986), p. 6.
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Most oflls are consciolls ofthe fact that we cannat transform ollrselves .1·iIllP!.\, by being
made aware of0111' fallits. Nor are we capable ofexperiencing sorrowfilr 0111' jàilllr,·s.
simply becallse they are revealed to ilS. JI

Ifindividuals should have been loved and encouraged by others, and they were

not, they may lack the ability to initiate self-transformation. They may still be waiting to

he encouraged to strive for something; they may need to see someone else's faith in them,

if their faith in themselves has waned. The correct stance to be taken vis-a-vis self

deception, until finding evidence to justity a different stance, is obviously to regard the

alleged self-deceiver as a person in need of compassion and help, keeping ever in mind

that we are more than likely not free from having purposely evaded significant aspects of

truth in our own lives.

3.1 Consensus on the Core Phenomenon of Self-Deception

The inner hypocrisy. all/hen/ici/y. vi/allie, and ambigui/y approaches agree that

the dynamic process of self-deception tends to follow a certain course. An individual

evades aspects ofwhat is known to be true to feel better while acting contrary to what he

or she values and knows to be true. To accomplish this, the individual utilizes various

psychological techniques which (a) help the person ignore, repress, or distort true values.

and (b) help the person think of, or manufacture, reasons which justity the self-deceived

course of action. 12 In ail cases, the individual deliberately turns attention away from those

features of his or her behaviour that make it wrong. Wrong is here defined as whatever a

person thinks or does contrary to what he or she truly values and desires to do ideal/y.

Why do we act against our own judgment and cherished moral beliefs by engaging in self-

Joseph T. Cullitoll. Presence: /1 Elfecls on/loneslY ond TI1II/ifll/ness (Lanham. Md: University Press ,,1'
America. 1985). p. 91.

There are numerous ways in whieh this ean happen. According to Martin. sell'-deecivers might (a) evade
understanding by blurring their own grasp ol'what they know. (b) evade allention through systemalie
distraction, (c) evade beliel'via wilful ignorance or rationalization. (d) evade eogent argument by disregarding
evidenee, diseounling relevant faets. or refusing to let oneself sec clearly what Ibllows l'rom what. or (e) evade
appropriate aelion using self-pretence or any of the preeeding strategies. Self-Deceplion andMoralily. p. 15.
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deception? Perhaps because we sense that something unpleasant would be uncovered if

we exercised our attention, reasoning, or information-gathering skills in a certain

direction. To avoid pain, we engage i:J awareness-avoidance tactics.

The primary motivation preceding the entrance into self-deception is the avoidance

of truth - the acknowledgement of which would result in a troublesome awareness and an

experience of painful feelings. The inner hypocrisy approach explains self-deception as an

attempt to evade self-acknowledgement of moral wrongdoing to avoid painful moral

emotions: guilt and remorse for harming others; shame for betraying moral ideals; and self

contempt for not meeting moral commitments. The authenlicity approach explains how

self-deception enables the moral and spiritual selfto betray itselfby refusing to

acknowledge - with varying degrees of awareness - its own particular potentials,

limitations, realistic options and actual characteristics, to avoid either the painful

awareness of human limits, or the difficult decisions and challenges resulting from an

acknowledgement of human potentialily. This approach offers the insight that self

deception can easily take the form of self-deprecation as a result of an unwillingness or

inability to appreciate the fundamental dignity ofbeing human, and having valuable talents

and intrinsic worth. As Martin notes: "People who display drastically low estimates of

themselves, suffering from inferiority complexes, may do so because of self-deception

about their own positive attributes and self-worth... 13

The vi/allie approach also recognizes that self-deception serves to shield the

person from those painful feelings which would accompany the acknowledgement ofharsh

realities and dehilitating tfU":hs.

MlU1in, Se!f-deceptiol/ al/d Moraliry, p. 46.
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3.2 Psychic Numbing as Coping Strategy

Psychologists have pointed to a particular phenomenon which often occurs when

human beings are subjected to considerable pain or stress. Individuals employ

psychological mechanisms of defense which protect themselves from the negative feelings

which stress produce, whenever the sources of stress are kept inlllillli. Psychological

defence mechanisms are used to minimize or destroy such awareness.

Robert Jay Lifton, who studied the survivors of Hiroshima and other disasters,

refers to these techniques and mel'hanisms as tools individuals use in a process of psychic

nllmbing. In his book People ofthe Lie, Scott Peck discusses how psychic numbing is a

typical and usually quite normal human response:

Il is a simple sort oflhing. The sighl ofa single hloody. mangled hody horrifies liS. Bill if'
we see sllch hodies ail arolllld liS every clay, clay ajier clay. Ihe horrihle hecomes normal
and we lose ollr sense ofhorror. We simply Illne il 011I. Ollr capacily jbr horror hecomes
hlllnled. We no longer Indy 'see' Ihe bloocl or 'smell' Ihe slench or 'jee/' ils agony.
Unconsciollsly we have become anaeslhelizecl. [;

This virtually automatic recourse to psychic numbing intrigued psychiatrist Victor

Frank!. While imprisoned in a Nazi concentration camp at Auschwitz, Frankl observed

how the prisoners denied themselves explicit awareness of the surrounding horror to

deaden the pain of camp life, maintain sanity, and to survive: "Cold curiosity

predominated even in Auschwitz, somehow detaching the mind from its surroundings,

which came to be regarded with a kind of objectivity. At that time one cultivated this

state ofmind as a means ofprotection."ls Far from being morally reprehensible, Frankl

considered such a process ofawareness deadening to be a necessary mechanism of

survivai. Only in this way could morale be maintained, and limited supplies of courage

and energy be channelled into the ali-important task of, "... preserving one's own life and

Scolt Pcck, People oflhe Lie: The Hope for Healing /IlIlIIan Evil (New York, N.Y.: Sim(," & Sehusler,
1983), p. 221.

Victor E. Frankl, Man's Searchfor MeanÎllg: Alllmroclllclioll la Logolherapy (Boslon, Mass.: Beacon Press,
1959), p. 25.
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that of the other fellow."16

These experiences which Peck and Frank! discuss, make the process ofpsychic

numbing more understandable. The moral significance of this psychologica1 process is not

always so innocent, however, and others have drawn our attention to how we can undergo

a similar process ofdesensitization without necessarily being subjected to horrifie images

or experiences. Psychologist Charlotte Kasl explains how the same underlying

psychological dynarnics operating in experiences of psychic numbing such as those

described by Peck and Frankl, can easily be manipulated by others, with disastrous moral

and political consequences:

Images that pair merehandise with sexual arousal andfulfilment are everywhere. And
images lie to us. To proteet ourselvesfrom the meaning ofwomen-hating ads, we ail
engage in p~yehie numbing, a term originally used to deseribe our massive cultural
denialto the threat ofthe nuelear holoeaust, the most extreme form ofself-abuse. 17

Others have argued that psychic numbing can occur on a widespread scale without c1ear

reference to either horrifie images, which bring immediate emotional pain (Peck and

Frankl ), nor pleasant images, which distort reality and foster selfish and abusive attitudes

and practices (Kasl). According to Philip Wexler, in his book Critical Social Psychology,

members of society avoid the anxiety and confusion which accompanies becoming aware,

or remaining aware, of social contradictions by deadening awareness: "Reified social

relations create the psychological conditions for the development of schizophrenia. The

majority of the population is spared from this madness only at the cost ofnumbing their

awareness. Those who refuse to be numbed fall prey to the viciousness ofthe social

labelling process. ,,18

Sec Victor Frankl, Man's SearchJorMeaning, p. 44. Psyehologists and social workers involved with
survivors of ineest and ehildhood sexual abuse diseuss a similar process of psychic numbing. This fonu of
psychie numbing can obviously have a far greater impact on an individual's identity. In sorne cases, the
disassocialion from the reaiity as a resu!t of being brutally abused is radical enough to lead to mulliple.
personality disorders, wherc the individua! survives by splitting or compartmentalizing psychic experience.
More will be said about this in chapter four in the contcKl ofa discussion ofnegalive dependency.

Charlotte Kasl, WOlllen, Sex andAddiction: The Search/or Love and Power (New York, N.Y.: Hmper &
Row, 1989), p. 197.

Philip Wcxler, Crilical Social Psychology, (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983), p. 124.
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The following chapter makes the connections between social knowledge, ideology,

and deadened awareness central to a study of social ignorance. 1here refer to the relation

between social context and deadened awareness as a reminder that what the moral agent

thinks and does a1ways has social and political significance.

3.3 Deniai and the Psychic Mechanisms of Defense

Ofail the responses that seem clearly self-deceptive, to many. denial is most striking.
Doctors find,for example, that among seriously il! patients that learn thot death is near.
at least 20 percent have no memory after afew days ofhaving received such news. Faced
with Intolerable anxiety, they have blocked out the news. 19

Anna Freud's work The Ego and the Mechanisms ofDefel/ce, proposed a

tremendously influential theory ofdenial. Various interpretations of this theory have

become firmly entrenched in psychoanalysis and popular selfand group therapy

approaches. Interpretations of her theory not always remained true to her teaching.

Dr. Avery Wiseman believes Anna Freud gave the term denial a meaning which has

since become confused with particular psychological defense mechanisms to such a degree

that the foundational insight intû the dynamic nature of denial has largely been lost. Anna

Freud held that psychological defense mechanisms of ail types are themselves grounded on

a fundamental human response to danger; this response is what she termed del/ial. Here

denial is presented as a metaphor for a human situation and process, it is not itself a

mechanism ofdefence. We again come up against the seemingly inescapable tendency

among professionals to transform metaphors into explanations: "In general, denial has

been used as a fictitious 'mechanism,' an 'as if' entity that can be triggered promptly by a

threatening event or perception, as weil as a hypothetical 'explanation' for different kinds

of psychopathology. "20

Eok, Seerels, p. 70.

Avery D. Weisman, MD. On Dying and Denying: A Psychiatrie Sludy ofTermina/ity (New York: Behavioral
Publications, Ine., 1972), p. 59.
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A c1ear distinction must be made between the human process of denying and the

fact of denial. Deniai is not a mechanism nor is it an explanatory concept. DeniaI is

something human beings do. As Dr. Weisman explains,

Deniai is a total process ofresponding within a specifie psychosocial context. Negation
i.l· only one ofthe consequences ofthis process; denial is afinalfact, not the process
itself 1'0 confuse a total process with one ofits defensive aims is like saying that the
purpose ofdriving an automobile is to avoid accidents. 21

Weisman believes it is an error to view denial solely in terrns ofaversion and

negatio/l of something unpleasant. Adynamie interpretation ofdenial refuses to accept

negation and aversion as static products ofa process. They are, rather, incomplete

interpretations ofa variety ofrelated acts. Weisman out1ines four successive steps which

precede the fact ofdenial: (a) acceptance ofa primary and public field of perception, (b)

repudiation of a portion ofthe shared meaning of that field, (c) replacement of the

repudiated meaning with a more congenial version, and

(d) reorientation of the individual within the scope of the total meaning to accommodate

the revised reality.

Why do human beings deny what they should acknowledge? Dr. Weisman

believes there is a positive function to denial. He tells us that denial helps us to do away

with a threatening portion of reality so that we may then participate more fully in

contending with problems - a position similar to the vital lie moral response to self

deception. The challenge for ethicists is not to 10se sight ofthe entire dynamic life process

of the individual, continually recalling that denial is but one characterizing feature ofa

master life story.

The great insight Dr. Weisman offers into this perplexing process of denial is that

the phenomenon is never simply an inlrapsychic occurrence, but always takes place within

the context of illlerperso/lai relationships. DeniaI is selective thinking with the aim of

evading painful knowledge; denial is also the manipulation of attention geared to

protecting or enhancing self-esteem, positive identity and value in relationships:

Wcisman, 01/ Dyil/g al/d Del/yil/g, p. 60.
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Allhough a pOlential danger is api la evoke denial (as 1.I·hall calilhe combined acl and
facl), a commonlhrealened danger is ajeopardized relationship with a signijicant key
person. Hence, Ihe purpose ofdenial is nol simply la avoid a danger, bill 10 prevent loss
ofa significant relationship. This explains why patients lend la den)' more 10 certain
people than ta olhers."

To grasp the psychological dynamics of denial, we need to consider what is 1101

takillgplace when an individual is engaged in a process of denial: at the most basic level,

we can simply say that he or she is not accepting (in the sense of l'eceivillg) aspects of

experience into consciousness. What is meant by Ilot acceptillg or not receiving

experiences into consciousness? Not accepting signifies either an ullwil/illglless or

inability to attend to, and consciously avow, the inferred meaning of isolated statemenis,

circumstances and events which are part of experience, and available naturally to

consciousness.

Previous considerations on processes of psychic numbing and denial suggest why it

may be necessary and prudent to accept certain experiences, memories, etc., into

consciousness gradually, or, in certain cases, perhaps not to attend to them at ail. Until

acknowledgment is possible in a manner that leads to life-enhancing and meaningful

consequences, individuals tend to drift in that vague m;::ntal space Dr. Weisman calls

middle knowledge; a cognitive place somewhere between open acknowledgement and

utter repudiation. To come to a full understanding ofhuman denial it is probably wise to

adopt Dr. Weisman's belief that, "The roots of denial are planted in the biological, social,

and emotional soil of life, not in the rules oflogic. "23 Further reflection on the dynamics of

self-deception will make the apparent paradox less perplexing.

We can deaden our awareness of reality without necessarily engaging in self

deception. Insights from the writers cited reveal how it is possible to view self-deception

as a common human experience where certain kinds of life experiences make self

deceptive mental strategies understandable, and in cases like those cited by Frankl,

morally-legitimate. These reflections give a measure ofcredence to the vital lie approach.

Weisman, On Dying and Deny;ng, p. 63. Autha/'s emphasis.

Weisman, On Dying and Denying, p. 66-67.
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What does it require to become willing or able to acknowledge truth and act on

knowledge ofmoral right, thereby either overcoming or avoiding an engagement in self

deception? An answer to this basic question begins with key insights on the dynamics of

self-deception found within the non-deterministic branch of the moral ambiguity approach.

4. The Ambiguity Approa«;h: Collingwood, Fingarette, Hurrell

The second branch ofthe moral ambiguity approacbis concemed with how self

deception causes, constitutes, or manifests unhealthy adjustments to reality. Freud is

considered to be the primary shaper of this approach. R. G. Collingwood and Herbert

Fingarette developed related perspectives, holding that the presence ofunconscious

influences makes blameworthiness for self-deception ambiguous.

In his treatise, The Princip/es ofArt, Collingwood presents his understanding of

self-deception as corrllpt or fa/se consciousness. Collingwood believed consciousness to

be the explicit awareness ofour emotions and the specifie object ofour emotions. We

may feel had, but not be conscious ofeither the feeling or the origin or reason for the

feeling. Through the linguistic or symbolic activity ofconsciousness, feelings are

transformed into particular emotions coupled with corresponding ideas. It is in this way

that we come to understand their meaning. We not only feel had, but we come to

understand our bad feeling as a particular emotion; sad, or depressed, or /one/y, and we

understand to what the emotion is connected (i.e., grieving the death ofa loved one).

Corrupt consciousness, on the other hand, is the mis-performance - or the purposeful non

performance ofacts ofexpression within consciousness. Rather than diligently working to

understand ourselves, we simply tum our attention elsewhere. In this way, self-deception

can operate to deaden moral awareness.

Collingwood regards self-deceivers as attending only f1eetingly and indistinctly to

alarming feelings or impressions. The self-deceiver quickly tums attention away from the

feeling, thereby avoiding developing the feeling into an idea or emotion. Self-deceivers do
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not really know the truth they f1ee because, according to Collingwood, such self

knowledge entails consciousness. Self-deceivers corrupt their own consciousness at a

level prior to the intellect's formation ofbeliefs. This results in a lack of explicit awareness

within consciousness. Collingwood believes that to express feelings in consciousness is to

affirm ownership ofthose feelings. To disown feelings is to corrupt consciousness.

Disowning feelings can lead to a loss ofcontrol over them because they continue to exert

an unsupervised influence for which the individual does not assume responsibility, nor

Iikely even detect.24 Collingwood does not classitY corrupt consciousness as either an

involuntary mishap or voluntary wrongdoing. It is the result of one's own activity, yet it is

not exactly the product of a choice. He reserved such terms for activities initiated with

full consciousness.

Collingwood's way of understanding and evaluating self-deception shares striking

similarities with the approach Herbert Fingarette takes in his book Self-Deceptio/l.

Prominent in both accounts are the ideas of psychological disowning, fear of being unable

to psychologically integrate what is disowned, refusaI to focus explicit attention on certain

aspects ofreality, rejection ofpersonal responsibility and control, and the resultant moral

ambiguity.

According to Fingarette, self-deceivers can be described as persuading themselvcs

to believe what they know deep down, or in their hearts, to be false. Rather than grapple

with the paradoxîcal problem of explaining how it is possible to cOI/vince oneself that

what one knows to be true is false, Fingarette redescribed the phenomenon of self

deception. Instead of relying on such cognitive terms as believe and kl/ow, he used the

language ofaction, volition and personal identity. Self-deceivers, he suggested, pursue

engagements that they disavow - that is, they refuse to claim as part of their identity or

self-image. To avow an engagement is to commit oneselfto treating il as an aspect of

onese1f~ In undertaking such identity-forming commitments, people authoritatively create

their own sense ofwho they are. Self-deceivers, however, pursue engagements which are

Here wc eannot help but reeall a similar viewpoint from Max Scheler; a perspective which lorrncd the basis of
his now·famous philosophicallpsychologieal trcatise Res.,entiment.
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inconsistent with their avowed values, while simultaneously refusing to avow those

engagements

Avowing an engagement2S has two primary dimensions: (a) a willingness to focus

explicit attention on the engagement, a process which Fingarette referred to as spelling

out; and (b) the integration ofthe avowed engagement into the set ofother avowed

engagements that together constitute our identity from our own point ofview. Ifan

engagement conflicts with moral principles and values which the individual does indeed

cherish, then avowing the engagement not only brings painful emotions such as anguish,

guilt, or shame, it also confronts us with the need to reshape a new identity in the midst of

inner turmoil - we suddenly realize that we are not who we thought we were and wanted

to be. Self-deception enables us to pursue a disavowed engagement without having (a) to

experience emotional turrnoil and mental conflict, and (b) to reshape identity. Implicit in

this view is a dynamic rather than static understanding ofhuman consciousness. As David

Burrell explains, consciousness is never automatic, but requires human agency and

personal effort:

Our rudimenlary view ofconsciousness as awareness will nol suffice la offer a plausible
accounl ofselfdeceplion. / con be conscious ofwhal / am doing wilhoul perceiving
myselfdoing il and / con be aware ofwhal/ am up la yelfaillO lake il inlo acco/ml. /1
would nol be amiss la say Ihal we musl be Irained la be conscious.'6

To act intentionally requires that we act knowingly; but this does not mean that to

act intentionally we need to attend constantly to that knowledge. Burrell believes that

self-deceiving forrns of ignorance are most often spontaneous. The intentions involved are

typically not deliberately thought about with mental concentration, nor are they attended

to with any degree ofawareness.

To become explicitly conscious of something requires exercising a certain skill. It

is inaccurate to characterize consciousness as a kind ofmental m/rror. It is more the

exercising ofa learned skill where we spell out the features of the world to make sense of

-J-----
Engagements eun be un aetivity, pwpose, emotion, perception, belief, experience, or any other aspect ofhow
wc discover, interpret, or tukc account ofourse!ves und the world uround us.

l3urrcl1, Selfdeceplioll, p. 84·85.
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experience. At times we ail sense it to be a more reasonable policy not to spell out sorne

ofour engagements to others. At other times we do not spell out our engagements to

ourselves. By adopting such a policy, however, we not only avoid becoming explicitly

conscious of what we are doing, we also set up a situation"... that allows us to avoid

becoming explicitly conscious that we are avoiding becoming explicitly conscious!"27

A distinctive orientation within psychoanalytic theory and clinical psychology

reflects a similar view ofhuman consciousness. William G1asser, the originator ofRel/lity

Therapy, challenges basic assumptions of conventional psychoanalysis by arguing that

what is really below the level of consciousness are not obscure aspects of previous life

experience, but rather, what the individual is doing in the presell/:

In a sense the patient is aware ofhis present behaviour, but il is only a meagre
awareness. Incorrectly assuming that the patient isfilily eonseious ofhis present
behaviour, the conventional therapist emphasizes the past; in so doing he misses the
extent to whieh the patient lacks awareness ofwhat he is doing now. 7ïw Reality
Therapist insists that the patient face his present behaviour.'H

Psychiatrist Scott Peck olfers a similar analysis of human consciousness when he

suggests that individuals often deceive themselves and avoid dealing with many of the

realities of Iife by remaining so busy thinking and talking about obsessions and

compulsions, that no time is left to become aware of basic prohlems underlying more

obvious symptoms.29 Because symptoms often serve as signs for what we would rather

not see, there is a similar tendency to trel/t or annihilate symptoms instead offacing them

squarely to discover their meaning.

Proponents of this psychoanalytic approach olfer important insighls into the social

psychological dynamics ofhuman consciousness. A narrow - and at times - exclusive

focus on the present, with an accompanying exclusion of the significance of both the pl/st

and thefuture, can certainly, however, create its own form ofblindness.

Burrell, Self-deceptiolJ, p. 85.

William Glasser, Rea/ity TiJerapy: A New ApproaciJ 10 l'sychialry (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), p. 55

Peck, l'eople of/he Lie, p. 25.
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5. Overcoming and Preventing Engagement in Self-Deception

Col1ingwood, Fingarette and Burrel1 agree that self-deception enables us to pursue

a particular course ofaction (or a manner ofliving) without having to suffer inner conflict

and emotional turmoil: the self-deceiver does not simply avoid truth; the self-deceiver

flees awareness ofpainful truth. Like the other approaches, proponents of the moral

ambiguity approach also recognize that - by virtue ofthe very definition of the term self

deception - awareness of moral right does indeed exist at sorne point prior to engagement

in self-deception. Rather than speculating on the particular intentions or motives of the

self-deceiver, however, this approach is satisfied that the avoidance ofpainfulfeelings

constitutes an adequate explanation for why an individual enters into self-deception. The

focus admirably shifts to the problem of preventing or overcoming self-deception.

An understanding ofself-deception as the disavowal from consciousness of those

engagements which conflict with our values and ideals shows how preventing or

overcoming self-deception requires the avowal ofthese engagements. This presupposes

that we are both willing and able to bring into explicit consciousness painful emotions

such as anguish, guilt, shame or fear. It is entirely possible that a person may be sincerely

willMg to avow engagements, but lack the wisdom and skil1s necessary to effect a

transformation ofconscÎousness. To be able to explain - to ourselves or to others - what

we are doing, or experiencing, (or what we have done or experienced) is not as simple as

we might first think. Especial1y if the motivation underlying actions is not ful1y

comprehended.

Being able to spe/l out engagements presupposes a readiness to reshape identity.

It is this intrinsic link between self·deception and identity formation which offers the

c1earest insight into what conditions must exist, and what skills are required to overcome

or prevent entrance il:':> self-deception. Within a framework for understanding the self as

story, self-deception can be described as both (a) the purposeful avoidance ofpainful

information (which we know in our heart, but refuse to make explicit in consciousness),

as weil as (b) an attempt to preserve a partial or false identity.
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To leam the skills necessary to overcome or avoid self-deception, and to sustain an

honest knowledge of self, we need a method suitabie for an ongoing process of self

inquiry, capable ofincorporating into a unified framework the full range of hllman

experience we seek to avow in consciousness, acknowledge to others as part of who we

are, and integrate into our self-understanding and master life story.

5.1 Meaningful Self-Disclosure: The Antidote for Self-Deception

In order to form and sustain a coherent understanding of self, or construct an

integrated identity, three fundamental things are required. These were spelled out in the

previous chapter as: (a) a master life story by means ofwhich we can integrate information

and make sense of Qur experiences; (b) the wisdom, conditions and skills required to make

our experiences explicit in consciousness, and (c) the motivation and power to act in

accordance with the beliefs and values contained in a master Iife story. These three

general requirements for achieving an integrated identity are also the key illgredients in the

recipe for an antidote to the poison of self-deception

5.1.1 SELF-DECEPTION AS A MISS/NG OR MEAN/NGLESS MASTER LIFE STORY

As was mentioned in chapter one, the type of outcome we envisage in our master

life story has a major impact on our present emotional state, mental attitudes, and

consequently, our behaviour and physical well-being. If a life story has a favourable

outcome, the influence on the selfwill tend to be positive; if the outcome is unfavourable,

the influence will tend to be negative. As David Burrell states, "Our ability to 'step back'

from our deceptions is dependent on the dominant story, the master image, that we have

embodied in our character. ,,30

We need a story that allows us to recognize our failings and enables us to accept

responsibility for those failings in a non-destructive way. But what if we can not find

Burrell. Se/f-deception, p. 95.
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sufficient meaning and order in our lives? What if the outcome we envision for our life

story is wholly negative? Burrell suggests that it makes perfect sense to view a process of

denial or self-deception as a normal consequence of not having a master story capable of

making one's experiences intelligible: "Self-deception is correlative with trying to exist in

this Iife without a story sufficiently substantive and rich to sustain us in the unavoidable

challenges that confront the self. ,,31

With an understanding of self-deception as the disavowal of painful feelings from

consciousness, and the insight that identity formation and self-understanding require a

narrative structure, we can see that without a meaningful master life story capable of

rendering emotional pain intelligible, a degree of denial or self-deception seems

unavoidable. Being aware of the negative consequences ofnot having a meaningful

master story, and recognizing our basic cognitive predisposition to be selective regarding

what we choose to attend to, makes self-deception less perplexing.

Reading the inner hypocrisy, authenticity and vital lie approaches from the

perspective of a dominant life stOlY is revealing. The commitment to the goal ofsurvival

in the vital lie approach not only serves as the rational moral justification for self

deception, it may also point to the absence ofa master story with the power to make the

painful and tragic realities ofone's Iife intelligible and ~lIrvivable. Without a meaningful

Iife story, one can grasp how engagement in self-deceptive, yet seif-maintaining,

strategies may be viewed as the morally-preferable course of action.

The inner hypocrisy approach, on the other hand, assumes that a master story with

the power to make sense of the painful and tragic realities of one's life is virtually

constitutive ofbeing human: self-deceivers chose not to rely on their inate life story for

selfish and sinful reasons.

BUlTCn, Self-decepliolJ, p. 88-89.
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5.1.2 SELF-DECEPTIONAND MISSING OR CORRUPTRELATIONSHlPS

Developing the necessary skills to embrace the reality of one's situation and avoid

engagement in self-deception requires a dominant life story capable of giving intelligibility

to painful feelings and harsh realities. Il requires us to recognize and respect the tàcl thal

identity formation is not a purely personal affair. Viewing the human person as relaliollal

establishes the social character of a master story. Il predetermines that the particular skills

required by the individual to avow personal experiences wiii be primarily illlel7Jersollal

skills. Overcoming or preventing self-deception cannot be separated trom the proccss

whereby we both reveal and discover ourselves in personal communication with othcrs:

And it seerns ta be anotherfact that no man [wolllan] con caille to know hilllselfIher.l·eIJ7
except as an Olitcollle ofdisclosing hilllself[herself] ta another permn. 'l'hi.' h' the le.l'son
we have learned in the field ofp.lychotherapy. When a per.l·on has heen ahle to tlisc/ose
hilllself[herself] IItterly ta another person, he (l'he]learn., how to increase his Iherl
contact with his [her] real self, and he [.l'he] may then he hetter able to direct his Iherl
destinyon the basts ofthis knowledge."

Any theory of knowledge or self-awareness which overlooked the basic human necd to

engage in dialogical relationships with trusting others would fail to perceive how sclf

deception can result from the absence or corruption of such relationships. Coming to a

truthful awareness of our limits and capabilities requires the affirmation and recognition of

selfand olher within the context of human relationship: "The selfis constitutcd by and

continues to exist in relationship with others. People are social to the core. We can

neither become ourselves nor know ourselves apart from our relations with others, and

there can be no reality for us apart from these vital relationships. ,,]3 But somcthing elsc is

required. Il is not easy to trust ourselves to others:

Sidney M. Jourard, The Transparem Self(New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1971), p. 6.

Cullilon, Personal Presence: Its Effecls on 1I0nesly and Truth/lIlness, p. 5.
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Selfd!sclosure, however, requires courage. Not sole/y Ihe courage la he. as l'aul 'lïllieh
wrole ofit. bUllhe courage 10 be known, 10 be perccived hy olhers as one kno\l's hill/selfta
be. We can paraphrase Ihe Delphic oracie \l'ho advised, "kno\l' Ihyselj", and dec/are,
"make Ihyselflmo\l'n. and Ihou.,·halilhen kno\l' thyselj"."

This brings us to a consideration of the third requirement for a healthy process of

idcntity formation and r..ùral grJwth which avoids engagement in self-dcception: 1//oral

courage.

5.1.3 SELF DECEPTIONAND THE ABSENCE OFMORAL COURAGE

Il is conceivable that we have both a master story capable of accommodating the

full range of our experiences and still remain unable to avow thase experiences. Such

might be the case ifwe lack a meaningful master story, or ifwe find ourselves without

tl'l1stworthy personal relationships to aid in this endeavour. A meaningful master story,

and interpersonal relationships based on mutuallove and care, are both essential if we are

to prevent, or to overcome, engagement in ffivareness-avoidance strategies. What we

need finally, is the courage and strength ofwill (a) to acknowledge those threatening

engagements we find difficult to bring into consciousness, and (b) to live in accordance

with our avowed beliefs and moral values. Avoiding the dynamics of self-deception

requires a degree of moral courage to endure the suffering which invariably accompanies

the acknowledgement of painful truths. And we need moral stamina to motivate us to go

on to accomplish whatever such recognition may demand from us: "What the self

deceiver lacks is not integrity or sincerity but the courage and skill to confront the reality

of his or her situation. ,,3S

Our view of the final outcome of our master story lies at the heart of our ethical

and spiritual lives, and operates as a key motivating factor for moral action. If the

outcome is tragic, if our master story concludes with an epilogue that life is meaningles.\',

Jouard, The Transparenl Self, p. 6-7.

Martin, Se!J-deceplion andMoralily, p. 88.
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then the moral stamina w act in accordance with our knowledge ofwhat is truthful and

morally preferable will be greatly diminished, and may significantly reduce our ability to

endure suffering and pain, and hence, to escape the urge to engage in strategies of

avoidance which can lead to, or constitute, self-deception.

Just as the character of a master story can motivate us to develop meaningful

relationships within which we can discover both ourselves and others in mutual self

disclosure, so too can the act of self-disclosure and discovery in meaningful relationships

lead to a more empowering, positive reformulation of our master life story. Overcoming

or preventing self-deception requires such a dialogical process.

Summary

Developing and sustaining an honest understanding of self requires at least three

things: (a) a master story through which we can integrate and make sense of our life

experience; (b) the conditions and skills required to make our experience explicit in

consciousness; and, (c) the motivation and power to act in accordance with the beliefs and

values present in our master story. Self-deception can be understood as a normal

consequence of not having a meaningful master story capable of making life experiences

intelligible or the necessary wisdom, conditions, and skil/s to avow the full range of human

experiences.

Self-deception must be understood as a dynamic process of knowledge and

awareness evasion, which can only be properly identified and morally assessed in concrete

situations using a theory formed around the centrality ofnarrative. Four approaches were

examined. Each response attributed certain intentions and characterizations to the self

deceiver which were not empirically verifiable, but were inferred or deduced trom the

underlying philosophical beliefs and ethical theories present in each approach. There can

be no verification of a general theory of self-deception trom an abstract analysis ofhuman

intention; moral judgments on seif-deceivers are, therefore, not verifiable.
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Ali tneories based on a metaphysics focused on the samelless i!fail ({lIder~l'illg

substance must be rejected. We need experielltiallmoll'Iedge as weil as abstract

knowledge, which no theory can offer by itself: knowledge about selfwhich is grounded

in personal and historical experience. It is necessary to view the self not as a static

substance, but as a configuration of personal experiences and events woven together by

the mind into a unified identity. The historical and contextual experience of the self·

deceiver can, therefore, only be assessed within the structure of narrative.

The relational character ofa narrative configuration of self (identity formation)

predetermines that the particular skills and life changes we need to al'lIlI' our experiences

will be primarily interpersonal skills. Overcoming or preventing self-deception cannot be

separated from the process whereby we reveal and discover ourselves in interpersonal

communication. A meaningful master story and interpersonal relationships based on

mutuallove and care are both essential for generating the moral sentiment necessary to

overcome or avoid entrance into self-deception. Just as the character of our master life

story can motivate us to develop meaningful relationships, wherein we can both reveal and

discover ourselves; so too can the act of revelation and discovery within the context of

meaningful relationships lead to a more positive and power-giving reformulation ofthat

story. Overcoming or preventing self-deception requires just such a dialogical process.

Deception can easily interrupt or prevent moral growth. The challenge is to

uncover the fundamental psychological dynamics of self-deception and gain insight into

what conditions or skills are needed to avoid or overcome engagement in evasive and self

deceived behaviour to thereby facilitate moral transformation and subsequent engagement

in politically-responsible social change.

When cultural, economic and political conditions are such that facing certain

truths results in emotional pain and psychological confusion for many people, it then

becomes necessary to undertake a broader analysis of the dynamics of social ignorance in

order to uncover the root source of much of what might - upon first glance - seem to be

solely the persona! faults and failures of individuals. This observation leads naturally to

the study of social ignorance in the following chapter.
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